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My article focuses on particular forms of exoticizing discursive practices produced and reproduced in Italy through the most popular and transgenerational media. Three television shows will be taken into consideration: Licia Colò’s *Alle falde del Kilimangiaro*, Bruno Vespa’s *Porta a porta*, and Alfonso Signorini’s *Kalispéral*. The latter two are particularly well-known for their coverage of Berlusconi’s sex scandal involving the Italian-Moroccan under-age Karima el Mahroug alias Ruby ‘Rubacuori’. *Alle falde del Kilimangiaro* will be contrasted with the ferocious attacks in the media (video and newspaper) by a number of political forces and cultural opinion makers against former Italian Minister for Integration Cécile Kyenge (2013). This discussion will also analyze the discursive strategies employed by both El Mahroug and Kyenge against the exotizing and openly inferiorizing discourses built around them.
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My article focuses on particular forms of exoticizing discursive practices produced and reproduced in Italy through the most popular and transgenerational media. My aim is to reveal the persistence of a (post-)colonial archive and its reactuarization and functionalization in contemporary Italy, within a discourse that tends to construct acceptable Otherness as an orientalized, harmless, silenced, and distanced object of televisual touristic pleasure, and reduce black female social actors to objects of desire/abjection. The colonial archive’s actualization occurs via a visual construction of the postcolonial racialized Other that alternates the contextualized rearticulation of the ‘figures of race’

of the ‘good,’ welcoming, reassuring savage (in the case of the touristic encounter) with those of the infantilized little brown girl to-be-saved, the Mammy, the Jezebel and the Sapphire (in the case of Black Italian women). This visual construction is driven by that what Frantz Fanon called the white gaze. I argue (following Fatimah Tobing Rony), that in Italy the white gaze has an anthropophagic posture which turns it into a ‘scopic regime’ that, while producing some subjects as racialized, includes them within the ‘colour line’ that marks the boundaries of the imagined space of whiteness. To be included within the imagined (racialized) community of the Nation, these subjects need to be transformed in appropriable objects. The good savage, the little brown victim, as well as the Mammy are thus deployed to contain the ‘unmasterable’ Jezebel and Sapphire, to reduce them to subalternity and eventually preserve white hegemony. In contemporary Italy, racialized femininities are constructed in slightly different ways from racialized masculinities.

My interest here is to extend my most recent work on the rearticulations of exoticized and abject female blackness in visual texts produced between the 1970s and 2010s.

Three television shows will be taken into consideration: Alle falde del Kilimangiaro, the most famous and long-running afternoon live television travel show for families, hosted by Licia Colò until 2013, and two other popular shows, Bruno Vespa’s Porta a porta, and Alfonso Signorini’s Kalispérai. These two shows are particularly well-known for their coverage of Berlusconi’s sex scandals — related mostly to his infidelity to former wife Veronica Lario, his relationships with escorts, and the sex parties held in his villa in the Lombard town of Arcore with young women (some of them under-age). One of the most famous scandals involved the Italian-Moroccan under-age Karima el Mahroug alias Ruby ‘Rubacuori’.

The aim of the article is to uncover the orientalism and exoticism of most popular cultural products on this topic. It also aims to reveal how apparently harmless exoticizing discourses such as those of Alle falde del Kilimangiaro produce highly inferiorizing and
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sexualizing narratives. *Alle falde del Kilimangiaro* will be contrasted with the ferocious attacks in the media (video and newspaper coverage will be scrutinized) by a number of political forces and cultural opinion makers against former Italian Minister for Integration, Cécile Kyenge (2013). Her institutional response in the media will be also explored. This discussion aims to analyze, on the one hand, the articulations of milder exoticizing and openly inferiorizing discourses and, on the other hand, the discursive strategies employed by both El Mahroug and Kyenge.

Through an intersectional approach to cultural products within a Cultural and Postcolonial Studies’ analytical framework, my article will focus on the intersections of race, gender, cultural, and regional belonging, and class representations in the visual reproduction of stereotypical Others.7

Analyzing the visual imaginary of Italian travelers as constructed by television’s most famous and long-lasting shows represents a mapping of the symbolic materials that make up current discourses on cultural/phenotypical diversity and sexuality. This analysis will bring to light what kind of ‘regimes of (racist) truth’ the serial repetition of these discourses enables.8 Popular shows like *Alle falde del Kilimangiaro* deserve a broader analysis within a tradition of cinema and television productions that democratize the colonial voyeur gaze after the end of the Italian empire.9 In the current analysis, these shows are examined with an eye to the important role they play in normalizing a number of discursive (post)colonial inferiorizing practices. *Alle falde del Kilimangiaro* offers its Italian audience an idealized idea of globalized working and middle class travellers and voyeurs who have been purged of past colonial sins and, as such, can enjoy a post-colonial (cleansed of colonial violence) desire of appropriating the Other’s authenticity.10

Licia Colò’s program is particularly important for the analysis of the visual representation of El Mahroug and Kyenge. It reveals better than other similar television shows the easy circulation and reproduction of the post-colonial image of the ‘good savage’ who, as such, is meant to remain silent and strange. In contrast, El Mahroug and Kyenge are speaking subjects, black but Italian. This allows a construction of them as dangerously abject, that is as ‘space invading’11 gendered and racialized subjects disrupting a self-reflexive, male, heteronormative, and white idea of the nation.

The deconstruction of Colò’s show will be carried out through the theoretical frameworks provided by cultural anthropology, Italian and international colonial and postcolonial feminist studies, black and critical whiteness studies, cultural studies and political studies.

---

9 See Giuliani, ed., *Il colore della nazione*.
10 See Giuliani, ‘La razza fuoristrada’.
philosophy. Through a feminist analysis of Italian television imaginaries, I will analyze the tension between the screen life of stereotypes, the real life of an exoticized subject on screen, and their role in hegemonic discourses on race, whiteness, and gender. This analysis not only provides an explanation of the hegemonic purport of particular discursive constructions, but also reveals the possibility, in the cases I discuss here, of an agency against or alongside them according to the exoticized subject’s intersectional position. Building on theoretical insights by postcolonial and black feminists, my article will focus on the subalterns’ capacity to disrupt particular exoticizing images, even when these images and discourses silence and neutralize them, as well as their complicity with/resilience against them.

Alle falde del Kilimangiaro (from now AFDK) has been produced and broadcast for more than fourteen years, targeting an audience mostly aged between 20 and 60. It focuses on travel and the exotic experience of the encounter with ‘different’ cultures and environments, within the frame of both travel stories recounted by the travellers themselves and amateur documentaries. Since the beginning, its originality lay in the involvement of its television audience — absent in more traditional and very popular Italian programs on travel (i.e. Sereno variabile by Osvaldo Bevilacqua) — through visual products documenting their trip. Lately it has competed with similar cultural products, some of them — the more innovative and trendy ones — imported and broadcast mostly by corporate television channels. Until 2013, AFDK was composed of a set of features including a documentary report on a tour made by the host, Licia Colò; an award for the best amateur video submitted by the audience and selected by the programme’s staff; and a short live musical show by the so-called multicultural Kilimangiaro band. The latter was often supporting a local band invited to perform in the studio and representing world culture. This was the core segment of the programme. For many seasons, the programme included a quiz on different cultures and peoples. In some cases, this quiz regarded a typical or guest in typical costume: his/her welcome message was used to present aspects of that particular culture. In the 2012–13 season, the quiz was called ‘Dove siamo?’ and involved viewers voting by phone. This element of AFDK’s format introduces immediately the asymmetry and voyeurism that characterizes the programme, where no substantial historical or political framework is provided, nor a true contact between tourists and locals, let alone a critical understanding of that contact itself.

Asymmetry refers here to the relationship between the tourist/expert/programme’s host narrative and the voice of the locals encountered during the trip. It springs from the fact

---


13 Broadcast on Rai 2 from 1977.

14 The TripAdvisor’s forum credits AFDK as one of the unavoidable sources for travelling and touristic insights. Amongst its competitors we can find No reservation (UK) by English writer Anthony Bourdain, broadcast from 2011, Rai 5, Carnet de voyage (France, Rai 5), Lonely planet (Italy, 2001–, Rai 5), Dreams road (Italy, 2004–, first Rai 5, then Rai 1), Donna avventura (Italy, 2000–, Rete 4), Linea Blu (Italy, 1993–, Rai 1), Stella del Sud (Italy, 2008–2009, Rai 1), Turisti per caso (Italy, 1991–2001 e 2006, Rai 1) hosted by Susy Blady and Roberto Roversi, which is one of the oldest competitors of AFDK according to bloggers and forums like TripAdvisor, Ulisse — il piacere della scoperta hosted by Alberto Angela (Italy, 2000–, Rai 3), Marcopolotv (Italy, 1997–, Sky channel dedicated to tourism and explorations), Dovetv (Italy, 2010–, Sky channel dedicated to holidays and tourism), Pechino express, a reality show hosted by Emanuele Filiberto Savoia (Italy, 2012, Rai 2).
that the only viewpoint represented is that of the tourist. His/her gaze forges, as much as in the grand tour tradition, Europe’s imagination and its knowledge of the (post) colonial, internally-colonial, gendered, and racialized Other. Clearly, it is not a dialogue between equals, and the voice of the locals that the viewer can hear is largely an accessory to the film’s narrative, and thus the voice of a necessarily diminished subjectivity.

The apparent protagonist is the Bauman’s ‘global tourist’ who is white, Western, and primarily heterosexual; the alleged core of the programme is the striving for a so-called authentic experience. Zygmunt Bauman has described this particular type of tourist as imbibed by the explorative/appropriative post-colonial approach which is driven by its economic, cultural, and social privilege. His/her tourism generally endorses some of the best intentions. As a spectator and a traveler, her/his voyeurism towards the program’s exotized subjects is not characterized by a lascivious attitude. Rather, it demonstrates political correctness and bourgeois containment, insofar as it treats the people and places that s/he encounters in her/his travels as harmless, silenced, and distanced objects of tourist pleasure.

The tourist in AFDK apparently does not take advantage of the globalized mass tourism industry, including organized tours, cruises and staying in luxury hotels, nor the structures of global amusement, including clubbing and cheap prostitution. His/her ‘appropriation and domestication of Otherness’ is presented as free from the many epistemological consequences of the entanglements between the production of knowledge about the Other and colonial dominance. It is an appropriation pretended as private, intrinsically self-conscious and critical of a certain model of mass tourism.

What I have called elsewhere symbolic anthropophagy, that is, the most relevant dynamic of Italian (hetero referential) racism, is here apparently reduced to the sole ‘scopic regime’. What AFDK reveals is both the permanence of racist and colonial elements and discursive practices in Italian mass culture, and their effectiveness in shaping the nation’s gaze on itself and its Others.

I see Italian racial identity as mostly the result of a hetero-referential racism intended as a system of racialization that is centred on the Other. A fundamental trait of such a system is the occultation of the Self, of which people have no spontaneous awareness. It is the assignment of a specific colour (from a darker nuance than white, to black) to the internal/colonial and postcolonial Other that produces — implicitly — the racial identity of the Self. Colette Guillaumin’s categories explain the intrinsic peculiarity of a construction of the Self ‘by contrast’, as argued by Michele Nani. This construction

20 Michele Nani, Ai confini della nazione. Stampa e razzismo nell’Italia di fine Ottocento (Roma: Carocci, 2006).
continued from Liberal Italy to Fascism, and it operated in racially unifying a nation by opposition to its internal (the Southerner, the Roma/Sinti, the Jewish, as well as a number of gendered and sexualized subjects, from women to queer and transgender/transexual persons) and external abjects (the colonized). This construction correlates with an idea of historical/cultural common features (Italians’ European Mediterranean-ness), which in post-fascist Italy is only apparently de-racialized.

The correlation between hetero-referential racism and symbolic anthropophagy — as one of the legacies of colonial and enslaved commodification of the (mostly female) racialized body — turns the body of racialized gendered subjects into either an exotic and marketable object of pleasure or a source of abjection. I called this move towards the objectified, racialized, gendered subject as anthropophagic, borrowing the term from Decolonial Studies in Latin America and from Indigenous Studies in the Pacific and Australia, where it refers to the ‘cannibalistic approach’ respectively of Spanish and British settler colonialisms.

In my discussion, I read this argument through the lenses of ‘symbolic cannibalism’ as articulated by black feminism, and I use it to represent a digestive model of racialized citizenship. This kind of citizenship transforms phenotypic differences into nutrients for the Italian body politic that assimilates them, neutralizing their cultural differences and their political subjectivities. According to the anthropophagic model of the Italian nation, a number of subjects can be assimilated insofar as they are considered absorbable, because silent, objectified bodies of desire, who confirm to the normativized subject’s whiteness.21

The global tourist’s appropriative/cannibalistic approach is confirmed and enhanced by the location — AFDK’s studio — that functions as a memory drawer of the Others’ lives, captured in amateur narratives of travelling. The studio converts the private into the commercialized and thus public sphere: it makes amateur experiences recorded in video the subject matter of entertainment, according to the programme’s scheme, language, and content.

Besides being cognitive/appropriative, one of the basic rules of the programme is politeness. The gaze/experience of the global tourist (purged of the colonial sin), who shows his/her own video during the programme, is aligned with that of the host, Licia Colò, whose report occupies a large section of each program. Both foster representations of the Other and the Self that are never excessive, vulgar, or traumatic. No conflict or ‘uncanniness’ are allowed to enter the narrative. The imagined life of the Other is constructed and reproduced as cleansed of any unpalatable oddity and threatening conflictual subjectivity. This constitutes a contrast with a colonial past where oddity and conflictual subjectivity would have justified long-lasting colonial occupation.

In the contemporary television program, the cleansed appropriation of the Other is a temporary experience, abstracted from historical time and place. The outlandishness of the touristic encounter with the Other is epitomized by the amateur video on Egypt opening the programme broadcast on 16 December 2012: this spectacularizes Egypt’s architectural and natural beauties with no mention of the political context, characterized by the destitution of former plenipotentiary president Mubarak and the occupation of Tahrir square in Cairo by local protesters in their thousands. The only warning is about ‘hot areas’.

21 See in particular Giuliani, ‘La razza fuoristrada’.
AFDK thus seems to espouse a purged exoticism that silences challenging cultural differences for the amusement of its audience, and avoids an openly inferiorizing, racializing or despising language in its depiction of Otherness. The music/dance sequence, a highly essentialized example of a supposedly crystallized ‘remote culture’, functions as an intermezzo of diversity for standardized voyeurs. As Colò herself states after each of these live performances, what is shown is ‘extremely different from our culture’, but nonetheless understandable, acceptable and pleasant.

The reduced complexity of what is presented as diverse is functional to a standardized self-identification of the viewers with the recorded experience: the gaze of the tourists in the studio — who are 99% white, heterosexual, middle class, educated, or, if not, with significant cultural capital — needs to become the audience’s eye. This potential correspondence allows the programme’s narrative to involve the viewers into a project of voyeuristic self-projection. This self-identification evidently excludes the locals. The authoriality of the experience — in a traditionally Cartesian mode — is always assigned to the traveler, and this is openly confirmed by AFDK. Self-identification triggers the audience’s curiosity, attention, and desire for a similar knowledge and appropriation of contexts and people, who remain inanimate objects of desire. The success of this non-violent, uncritically appropriative self-identification is demonstrated by the programme’s popularity in terms of audience and longevity.

In the last fifteen years, many similar television shows widely produced and broadcast have built a different type of self-identification, less focused on authenticity and more directed towards locals’ agency and the possibility of a shared experience with them. In AFDK, exoticism remains very much the result of a traditional narrative of cultural/natural crystallized diversities, as if many layers of global connections (like global migrations and trade, often exploitative and conflictual) have not created the basis for encounter and exchange. The show remains trapped within a deeply stereotypical and agency-deprived figuration of Otherness, embodied by people acting as anonymous and inanimate parts of the landscape.

The locals become animated — but never individuals, always representative of the Other’s authenticity — only when they come in contact with Bauman’s tourist, and function as a tool for the latter’s search for touristic pleasure. They remain anonymous also when they perform in the studio: the performance script reproduces a set of standardized/marketable signs of Otherness, today commercialized by the global industry of cultural products (capoeira and samba for Brazil, traditional dances in traditional attire for Nigeria, djambé session for Senegal, etc.). Quizzes perform the same role: they invite competitors to guess the so-called ethnic belonging of a series of cultural elements through a number of highly commodified and thus recognizable clues (tango for Argentinians, skin-colour/eye shape and traditional clothes for China). The amateur video-competition also operates on the principle of the further away the better. Hence it is not so much the beauty of a video – whether related to the quality of its style and
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editing, a path-breaking story, or the originality of the trip’s organization — that leads to it success, but the symbolic/material distance between Italy/Europe/the West and the exotic locale: Japan wins over France (2002), Uzbekistan over Lisbon (2013).

The familiarization of the Other’s culture and society corresponds to its domestication and produces a benevolent objectivization, perfectly responding to the needs of a television programme for families. The orientation of AFDK can be defined as neo-Victorian and petit-bourgeois, as it is de-historicized, de-traumatized, de-sexualized, devoid of conflicts, sensitive to racial, class, and gender divides in so far as the awareness of them does not challenge their entertainment value. The colonial past is never mentioned, neither are international, national, and local responsibilities for specific poor living conditions.

Daily life’s complexities, contradictions, resistances and struggles cannot enter the semantic/physical space of the programme. Men and women, the bodies of older people and children are sufficiently humanized to serve the tourist’s search of self-indulgent empathy with the diverse. But as mentioned before, this experience needs to be kept gentle, distanced, unproblematic and, most importantly, temporary: the Others who enter the scene smile, do what they are requested to do, leave and do not come back again, as if behind W.E.B. Du Bois’ transparent glass that makes them mere transitory presences, their lives inscrutable and their voices inaudible. The glass (the television screen) creates indeed what Jennifer Stoever-Ackerman has called ‘the Duboisian sonic colour line’:

In essence, the sonic color-line is a socially constructed boundary where racial difference is produced, coded, and policed. It both insulates and preserves the logic of white supremacy, while sounding out the perimeters that supremacist thought places on black freedom, identity, mobility, and citizenship.23

In the context of AFDK, the highly coded and policed performance behind the television screen makes the performers the perfect animated, but silenced backdrop for touristic pleasure. Performers are mere signifiers of a pre-conceptual idea of a different culture and as such they are unable to represent something that fails to match the predictable and familiar.

An important role in this softening of the petit-bourgeois exotic experience of the Other is enacted by the programme’s host herself, whose feminine touch — benevolent, familiar, and juvenile, although she is in her fifties — appears to provide a maternal guide through the Others’ lives and places. She guides the viewers into the Other’s life through the exotic experiences of the invited tourists. In fact, every story is mediated and preceded by a short commentary from the host. The introduction/mediation tailors the cultural product (the amateur video, the music/performance show, the humanitarian advertisement, etc.) to the audience, which is imagined as in need of a guide and an interpreter even for its own adventures. This process of appropriation and neutralization of the voice of the tourists and performers — which is typical of this particular television format — is coordinated by the programme’s technical staff, who cut and edit each video, inserting further stored images and often a voice-over.24

24 In 2014, Licia Colò was fired, apparently because of disagreements with Rai3 director Andrea Vianello (2013–2016). Since then, the programme has been led by Camila Raznovich and has included new and old sections within a deeply renovated structure and design. The programme does not include performances ‘of authentic Otherness’: it is rather more focused on videos produced by the programme’s staff itself.
The contrast between the baroque exoticism of AFDK and the media’s brutal figuration of Kharima ‘Ruby’ El Mahroug is quite evident. This is due to a number of important factors: the different audience targeted by the television programmes, the different positions occupied by the exoticized object (that is, his/her cultural capital, cultural distance, territorial proximity-distance, access to privilege, gender, under/hyper-sexualization and different degrees of eroticization), and, importantly, the target for self-identification. Most importantly, El Mahroug classifies herself as Italian and Moroccan, a condition that erases the safe distance that AFDK places between the prospective audience and the racialized objects of touristic voyeurism.

In the case of Karima El Mahroug performing in the shows of Bruno Vespa and Signorini, the representation of the racialized/exoticized, gendered Other is hyper-sexualized as much as the audience’s gaze is asked to identify with ideas of virility, sexuality, masculinity, femininity, eroticism, and exoticism that are epitomized by Silvio Berlusconi’s aesthetics, and that are ingrained in a very important Italian cultural tradition. I am referring to the cultural tradition that connects discourses on Italian (Roman and Mediterranean) virility with an inclusive — anthropophagic — idea of male and female sexuality. This combination includes the female body within the space of domesticity as an object of male sexual desire (symbolic anthropophagy), object which functions as a vehicle of both social inclusion (through marriage) and exclusion (through concubinage, adultery or prostitution).

In the case of the media coverage of ‘Ruby-gate’, this peculiar inclusion of the female body within a hegemonically male public space drives self-identification towards the figure of Berlusconi, giving room to a self-projection onto an idea of masculinity that is determined by class, heteronormativity, and racialization. These two television programmes do not take explicit advantage of the asymmetry between the sexual tourist and its object of desire: according to the narrative of the case they project, Ruby is not a victim; neither a poor woman who did what she did out of necessity, nor a person whose sexual services were commodified in any way.

On the contrary, Ruby is represented as profiting from the Italian good guy, precisely the representative of the myth of ‘italiani brava gente’, that is those soldiers and civilians who in the hegemonic discourse on our (male) colonial enterprise in the African Horn are seen as benefactors of many ‘morette coloniali’ (colonized young black female girls taken as ‘madame’ — that is temporary wives — or prostitutes). This narrative concealed for many decades the inequality existing between white heterosexual men of power and ordinary young and beautiful brown/black women within colonial and postcolonial contexts, structured by highly sexualized power relations, and governed by white privilege.

This narrative still hides the different position occupied by El Mahroug in the power
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relation with former president Berlusconi, and simply blames her for her own Jezebel nature — that is, her natural inclination, established through one of the reiterated ‘figures’ of the black woman, to get her (male, white) lovers in trouble.

The obvious difference between the AFDK tourist’s de-eroticized anthropophagy and this more openly erotic anthropophagy derives from the position occupied by male (hetero) sexual desire, which is evaded in Licia Colò’s neo-Victorian, petit-bourgeois programme and appealed to in those of Vespa and Signorini. In AFDK, the male (hetero) sexual desire is concealed where the colonial experience of the Other is reduced to something purely intellectual, reasonably tasteful, morally contained, and strictly familiar. In Vespa’s and Signorini’s programmes, the male (hetero) sexual desire is reclaimed, instead, as an accepted intrinsic element of Italian identity. The hyper-sexualized gaze triggered by these programs is seen as a direct emanation of the racialized mythology of Italian masculinity. This mythology combines ideas of (heteronormative) virility, unbounded love for pleasure, and unlimited passion.28 This mythology — which can be traced back to Fascism29 — turns the female body into an object, and female sexual desire into a residual, secondary effect of male sexual desire. In the case of the hyper-sexuality assigned to Ruby, this mythology distinguishes her from over-sexualized Italian (white) women, for the lack of modesty, moral and social concerns that are attached to Jezebels. Her desire exceeds that allowed to women and as such her independence and agency are dangerous and immoral.

Unlike Signorini, Vespa treats the case with a sort of surgical approach that seems to anesthetize any sexual desire towards Ruby. However, Vespa’s investigation through facts and central characters reiterates indecent details which enhance the audience’s curiosity. He does not focus overtly on the fact that Karima El Mahroug is not white, but this covert aspect tickles the audience’s imagination, contributing to the attention paid to the exuberant and ‘brown-tanned’ body of the barely adult girl. Vespa’s construction of Karima El Mahroug as Ruby does not draw directly on colonial racist narratives of virgin lands — as well as virgin women — ready to be penetrated.30 This would have dismissed the feral, aggressive, active sexual subjectivity of Ruby.

Again, Ruby is Jezebel, a little, ‘unmasterable’, animalized sexual object within a ‘colonial and multiracial burlesque’ (as Berlusconi himself called it), which corresponds to the ‘zoo of differences’ commodified by the images captured in Berlusconi’s television channels. This burlesque must be, like Italian society as a whole, ‘multi-ethnic but not multicultural’,31 and as such, it includes difference-as-beautiful only as a function of

---

28 See Giuliani ‘L’italiano negro. La bianchezza degli italiani’; ‘La razza fuoristrada’.
the manly, white, Italian sexual desire for young, beautiful, and tanned female bodies. Vespa stays with this script, without mentioning Berlusconi’s sexual desire for Ruby, as if Ruby was the little brown girl to-be-defended and saved (by Berlusconi himself) from danger and abuse.

*Porta a porta* is a very successful and long-lasting talk show focusing on ongoing Italian and international political debates, scandals, latest news (especially involving unsolved or complicated murders), and legal cases. It is broadcast late at night from Monday to Thursday and is hosted by former director of the State television channel Rai1 (1990–1993), Bruno Vespa, who is also the author of a number of volumes on political and social life in contemporary Italy. Its success and longevity is confirmed by the fact that the stage design and the structure of each programme remain unchanged. Some of the guests enter the show through a big white door, and amongst them are politicians, journalists, lawyers, criminologists, and a range of celebrities.

These characteristics have earned Vespa’s show the label the ‘salotto degli italiani’, where (the most lascivious) facts, events, and debates are spectacularized and made popular. Vespa’s closeness to Berlusconi, combined with the programme’s peculiar focus and features, make *Porta a porta* the perfect stage for discussing Berlusconi’s sex scandals, and the programme devoted a number of interviews to the scandals. Two of these debates merit closer attention. The first sees Berlusconi discussing his ‘paternal and de-sexualized role’ towards Ruby (25 May 2011), the second sees former Minister of Education, Maria Stella Gelmini (17 November 2011), stand up for the Prime Minister, maintaining his innocence, claiming the illegitimacy of the prosecutions, and condemning the sick obstinacy of the judiciary that uses legal maneuvers to ‘unsettle his government’. Ruby is obviously not in the studio, while the then-Prime Minister and his Catholic Minister (Gelmini) are granted plenty of space to undermine any other version of the story that could contest the allure of Berlusconi’s paternal interests towards the girl.

I mention these episodes as the framework within which I will try to read the figure of Ruby that was constructed through the interview carried out by Signorini. Signorini interviewed Ruby in an episode of his short-lasting show *Kalispéra!*. Compared to Vespa’s, the talk show *Kalispéra!* is short and much less ingrained into the daily reproduction of Italian television mass culture. It was broadcast in 2010 and 2011 on Canale5 and focused mostly on Italian tabloids, in line with the professional figure of Signorini himself, one of the most important Italian gossip-hunters from when he was the director of scandal-based journal *Panorama* in the 90s, and then director of tabloids like *Chi* and *Tv sorrisi e canzoni*. Importantly, the show’s format was fully dedicated to scandals and ‘hot details’ of the private lives of Italian VIPs. These details were offered first hand by a showman who has been called, by anthropologist Massimiliano Panarari, the ‘grande maestro’ of media populism.

Ruby’s interview (9 January 2011) was characterized by both moralism, victimization, and a distinctly complacent tone towards the little bad girl. This complacency seals a series of typically colonial narrative elements. On the one hand, the other ‘Arcore girls’,
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32 See respectively [www.youtube.com/watch?v=Holcqlj1NgE](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Holcqlj1NgE) and [www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFXRsM-RV54](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFXRsM-RV54) [accessed 11 July 2016].


34 [http://www.repubblica.it/politica/2011/01/19/news/1_intervista_di_ruby_a_signorini_a_nove_anni_violentata_dagli_zii-11404909/](http://www.repubblica.it/politica/2011/01/19/news/1_intervista_di_ruby_a_signorini_a_nove_anni_violentata_dagli_zii-11404909/) [accessed 11 July 2016].
that is, the young (white) women participating in Berlusconi’s hot parties in his Lombard villa, are absolved from their moral and sexual sins in various ways. On the other, Karima, together with Iris Berardi, a Brazilian under-age ‘friend’ of Berlusconi, are described as upstarts, ready to sell themselves for money and success, as if this attitude stemmed from the colour of their skin. They resemble a sort of postmodern harem woman who - while made subaltern through a power relation that is mastered by an old white man and his friends - seems also quite independent in her pursuit of (sexual) pleasure, glamour, and money. They perform a role that ranges from the concubine to the character of the movie series Emanuelle nera.36

Like Ruby, Emanuelle is always pictured as peeped at and peeping – being herself a photographer — in orgiastic scenes occurring in luxury houses. Object and subject of the pornographic gaze, she was nonetheless the conscious medium through which the (male and female) audience could enter the upper-class space of lubricious luxury. Unlike the locals represented in AFDK, Ruby-Emanuelle is not described as stuck in the past, as a defenseless and de-subjectivated object of knowledge: she represents the most desirable and exotic body which she offers to male and female sexual fantasies. She is a sui generis Baumanian ‘vagabond’. She is successful, and as such belongs to the space of the tourist, although the fact that she is a woman and she is black limits her capacity to be a global consumer.

Ruby is troublesome because she is the maker of her own destiny and a disturbing agent within a regime of neo-Victorian white morality that would cast her amongst outcasts to be redeemed, or, conversely, amongst sinners to be hidden. Ruby-Emanuelle simply uses the symbolic and active space as best as she can, framed and mediated by the same codes provided by Berlusconi’s television imagery. The zoo of differences she is part of provides us with an image of manliness which she consciously engages in and reproduces. She negotiates the (post-)colonial space of a post-modern Josephine Baker who no longer wears the banana skirt, with the tools that the same virile and colonial culture provides for her, reiterating (mimetically) the symbols of her own subordination.

The fact that exoticized female Otherness is solely for the use of virile and Italic desire for young, beautiful, and tanned brown female bodies shines through the figure of the ‘multiethnic burlesque’. The multiethnic burlesque is hinted at by all Italian television

---


36 Emanuelle nera is an Italian series of soft porn movies of an extremely exotic set, released in the mid-1970s. These Italian movies are inspired by the French series called Emmanuelle, starring Dutch actress Sylvia Kristel as the protagonist, and based on the novel Emmanuelle by Thai-French writer Emmanuelle Arsan (1967). Italian Emmanuelle (with a single m) is a black photoreporter, starring the Indonesian beauty Laura Gemser. The production had a considerable budget and movies were shot in a number of different countries. They are the result of a crossover between different genres, from erotic to porn, from action to horror. The series started with Emanuelle nera (Italy, 1975) dir. by Albert Thomas (alias Adalberto Albertini), and became very popular with the second Emanuelle nera — Orient reportage (Italy, 1976) dir. by Joe D’Amato (Aristide Massaccesi), director of almost all sequels and the real ‘creator’ of the notorious figure of Emanuelle: a strong and independent woman, sexually proactive, at the centre of wealthy young and old white men of power, and involved in any sort of depraved set and situation. For an extensive analysis of the character of Emanuelle, see Giuliani, ‘La razza fuoristrada’.
programs and online features that covered the so-called ‘Ruby-gate’. Nonetheless, the arena where this hyper-eroticized exoticism takes shape seems to provide more — limited but substantial — spaces of subjectivity than the silenced, de-sexualized arena of AFDK. The former, highly exploitative context gives racialized women back their voices, while it constrains these same voices within rigid (paternalistic/moralistic/complacent) parameters and spaces.

Karima is not just Ruby; she escapes the DuBois’s silencing glass that neutralizes AFDK’s racialized performers: she co-writes and performs her own script. She forges her own authenticity using her limited agency to negotiate her own space of action of future possibilities. Clearly, the level of agency that Ruby can exert in this space depends on the position she takes in relation to power. After the scandal she married a young white Italian man, the father of her baby. An absolute nobody, after whom she went back to be just Karima. This is the main difference with Emanuelle: Ruby is working class and a concubine, while Emanuelle has an upper-class background, is a professional and always a shining protagonist — she does not allow any of her (white) male partners to treat her as a subaltern, financially dependent, private entertainer.

Ruby’s body is a ‘porno-trope’, as in Sonia Sabelli’s reading of McClintock: in any case, she always denied to have been Berlusconi’s sexual partner, always refused to be considered as a prostitute and to accuse Berlusconi of (sexual) exploitation. As in colonial times, she let herself be photographed and included in the erotic universe of the white man, obtaining this way her own form of emancipation. Ruby is therefore not just a victim — paraphrasing Gayatri C. Spivak, ‘the brown girl to be saved from the old white lascivious sinner’ — or simply complicit with the system, the Jezebel, reproducing her own exploitation, her own material and symbolic silence and symbolic and material subordination. She is, rather, a contradictory figure, such as those described by Chandra Mohanty: in the act of trying to profit as much as she can from a situation, she reveals her resilience/opportunism. By displaying herself as a fierce defender of her own subaltern role, she also reveals the desirability and popularity of this type of success, within the limited resources provided to women in contemporary Italy.

Ruby contradicts both an idea of herself as a victim and/or as a profiteer. Victimhood has been strongly proposed as the only pathway to self-redemption from self-(sexual) exploitation by two important recent liberal feminist actors. One is the movement Se non ora quando, born in 2010–11, gathering mostly feminist and non-feminist middle-class petit-bourgeois women; the other is film-maker Lorella Zanardo, whose critique of society is expressed in the famous video Il corpo delle donne (2009). Together with

37 See Servizio pubblico (25 October 2012): www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_gPOahmWTo; Skyit Tg24: www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OigAkMqgf0; Repubblicatv (2011): www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRz2k_2wNEd [accessed 11 July 2016].
victimhood, neo-Victorianism morally condemns women’s promiscuity and the exchange of sex for money/success as degrading activities that belittle and commodify women.

In escaping (involuntarily) the fight between the moralizing neo-Victorians and their Jezebel, Ruby plays her residual role by enacting her own redeeming fictional story. She wanted to convert to Christianity and her father punished her for that. She fled, and Berlusconi helped her. Once the scandal had erupted, she found a fiancé, got pregnant, and gave birth to a lovely little girl. The trial called ‘Ruby-gate’ had started and in two years concluded with her and her benefactor’s full acquittal. Her ever-changing statements about her relation with Berlusconi bewildered lawyers and audience, and unsettled the cold and moderate discourse on Otherness provided elsewhere by formats like that of AFDK: she is not the good savage, she stepped loudly into our private and public space playing the bad girl. She is not lovely and she takes money. She does not wear traditional clothes, nor does she conceal her sexual appeal. This does not mean that the hyper-sexualization of Ruby gives her the opportunity for her own individuation and subjectivation. It just opens a possibility to speak, whether or not through the voice of her master.

Imbibed with exoticizing stereotypes, AFDK, Porta a porta and Kalispéra! provide a viewpoint which is necessarily white, heterosexual, and slightly colonial. However, they differ on the gender perspective that underpins the anthropophagic approach they embody: while we can say that the episodes of Signorini’s and Vespa’s shows express the sexually loaded anthropophagic male colonial gaze, exoticism in AFDK is produced from a feminine viewpoint, somehow an heir of white and conservative feminisms, that from colonial times to the present claim a petit-bourgeois, white and heteronormative ideal of women’s emancipation. The latter expresses an anthropophagic approach that consumes to preserve and preserves to consume Otherness.

The narrative strategy in AFDK objectifies racialized men and women, exhibiting them as signifiers of a coded local culture: in order to keep enjoying exoticized objects, it is necessary to keep our experience of them temporary and standardized. In the case of Kalispéra!, the discourse that reduces exoticized women to erotic tools for a white audience, letting them play the (very controlled and commodified) role of the Jezebel bad girls, does not want to preserve anything but the white gaze over the bad (beautiful) girls. In fact, while background actors in AFDK do not enter the private space of our houses and bedrooms, Ruby inhabits our intimacy. She does not live in a remote touristic place, but in our daily life and space.

I will conclude my discussion comparing these two cases with that of former Minister of Integration Cécile Kyenge, object of racist insults by a number of political groups and social networks users. I have maintained elsewhere that the specific racialized identity politics in modern and contemporary Italy is structured around what I have called an anthropophagic approach to racialized and gendered diversity and what I have described as the limit of anthropophagy. The case of Kyenge, in my opinion, exemplifies that limit, within a discursive context that is nurtured by a post-Berlusconian moralizing mainstream culture that constrains public language within a certain political correctness. The latter corresponds to a transition that establishes (relatively) new conceptions of (white) supremacy and hegemony, racialized and gendered power relations that are imagined as radically different from those characterizing Berlusconi’s political and cultural phase.

I would describe this cultural phase as grounded on a new ‘moral contract’,\(^43\) springing from the neo-Victorian approach of anti-Berlusconian vulgata, a discursive order that claims to be inspired by multicultural political correctness. As such, it does not challenge white privilege, structural sexism and their intersections, but simply ascribes them, when brutally stated, to the Lega Nord and extreme right-wing formations. Neo-Victorianism demonizes the latter, after the end of Berlusconi’s government and the far-right’s recent separation from the national coalition with his party, as representative of the so-called deep North and populist underbelly.

Since her nomination as Minister for Integration, Kyenge has been constantly insulted by the Lega Nord’s representative at the European Parliament, Roberto Calderoli, who compared her to an orangutan — an offence for which he has been legally prosecuted.\(^44\) The worst insults received by Kyenge followed her statements about the necessity of radically reforming both migrant flows restrictions and the devices that regulated the access to Italian citizenship for migrants and their children, introducing the *Ius Soli*. Among the episodes of violent protest against the Minister, one was held in Brescia and organized by Lega Nord, Fratelli d’Italia, and Forza Nuova in early 2014. Following that protest, the Lega Nord’s newspaper *La Padania* published the list of public and institutional events to which Kyenge was invited, encouraging readers and members of right-wing political formations to continue manifesting their dissent.\(^45\)

The media coverage in television news, as well as discussions in talk shows about demonstrations, pickets, and the insults on social networks against the black Minister, made her figure extremely visible. Her brutal racialization, constructed through her animalization, seemed to fix, on the one hand, her body as the boundary of the anthropophobic approach, that is the limit of the absorbability of blackness into the Italian and Mediterranean identity, and, on the other, the racial identity of Italians as white. She is positioned within the traditional polarization between black and white that has been so fundamental to the colonial definition of Italian whiteness.

Kryenge cannot be a representative of *Italianità*, not just because she is black and female, but also because as such she is not the good savage of *AFDK*, a cannibalizable silent Other, but a government representative, and insists on speaking on behalf of Italians. Her hated presence, conversely, through what Guillaumin calls hetero-referential racialization, confirms what *Italianità* is meant to be. The media coverage of the case and the consequent spectacularization of the offences against her in papers and television

\(^43\) This ‘moral contract’ is immediately substantiated by the nomination of a black, upperclass woman as Minister of Integration, with no money and substantially no power without the ability to change the Bossi-Fini law regulating migration flows. The law maintains the illegality of undocumented alien migration and illegal migrants’ detention in Centres for Identification and expulsion (CIE) against whose conditions detainees’ revolts burst continuously: although Kyenge’s was to reform it: www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2013/05/05/immigrazione-il-neo-ministro-kyenge-abrogare-reato-di-clandestinita/583941/ [accessed 11 July 2016]; the Ministry of Interior’s new law did not substantially change it: http://it.blastingnews.com/politica/2014/01/parziale-cancellazione-del-reato-di-immigrazione-clandestina-0057307.html [accessed 11 July 2016]. From the Italian legislation’s viewpoint, migrants’ death in the Mediterranean is a reasonable collateral effect of a substantially good regulating frame: http://www.europaquotidiano.it/2013/10/21/il-funerale-farsa-di-agrigento-lampedusa-beffata/ [accessed 11 July 2016]. Kyenge referred also to the necessity to change the *jus sanguinis* on which citizenship right are grounded, with a *jus soli* legislation that assigns Italian citizenship to any person born in Italy.


\(^45\) http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2014/01/14/kyenge-la-padania-pubblica-lagenda-degli-appuntamenti-del-ministro/842671/ [accessed 11 July 2016].
debates nationwide strengthened the ideological bases of openly racist formations. At the same time, they offered a broader field for self-identification of the audience with an Italian-ness that is white, heteronormative, strongly based on a hyper-sexualization of masculinity and femininity and a wide-spread objectivization of the female body, especially if racialized. Racist insults establish a continuity with pre-republican, colonial and fascist language which is openly denigrating and patronizing. It is furthermore appropriated by many neo-fascist political groups subscribing to the idea of the Alpinian-Celtic descent claimed by racists during the Liberal era, and today transfigured into the discourse of the Lega Nord.

The two components woven into the far-right delegitimizing discourse against Kyenge—inferiorizing blackness—can also be found in less openly animalizing statements. During an episode of Corrado Formigli’s Piazza pulita (13 January 2014), Matteo Salvini, following Calderoli, objectified the figure of Kyenge, judging her not for her institutional role and political orientations but for being ‘an ugly, black, middle age woman’ (Salvini at Piazza pulita, 13 January 2014 LA7).

As a woman, black, no longer young, not available for sexual exchange and with an institutional investiture, Kyenge is a non-cannibalizable black female subject. She represents an excessive body that cannot be normalized or domesticated within models of femininity and female (racialized) beauty which can serve male, white (hetero) sexual desire and which have been constantly reaffirmed by Italian television since the 1980s. Kyenge has the chubby face of a ya bon-banania: but, unlike those commercial and reassuring figures of French and Belgian colonialism that reached post-fascist Italy with advertisements and cartoons, she cannot be identified as the ‘figure of race’ of the tamed and subaltern Mammy.

She is neither a black caregiver nor a Jezebel like Ruby. She could be seen as a Sapphire (the ‘figure of race’ of the Angry Black Woman who has a strong and assertive character and competes with men for positions of power) and as a proud, well educated, upper class black woman with natural hair—but she is denied these roles and is simply animalized.

After Calderoli’s insults, Minister Kyenge stated that ‘Le [sue] parole, non le prendo come un’offesa personale, ma mi rattristano per l’immagine che diamo dell’Italia. Credo che tutte le forze politiche debbano riflettere sull’uso che fanno della comunicazione’. She reacted tepidly, moderately, and her tone has always been sober and reassuring, as if she

---


49 Luisella Bolla, Flaminia Cardini, Carne in scatola. La rappresentazione del corpo nella televisione italiana (Roma: Rai-Eri VQPT, 1999).


wanted to reinstate her institutional role, her social status (her background is upper class), and her role as a true representative of the neo-Victorian, politically correct, colour-blind culture of the post-Berlusconian Democratic Party. Her sobriety and security seemed somehow to elude an open conflict and deviate from her first reaction in July 2013 — ‘io non sono di colore, sono nera, e ne sono orgogliosa’.\(^{53}\) They seem to express resilience and invisibility — colour blindness — contrasting the hypervisibility into which she is forced: if offences belittle her as a little, black and ugly thing — the female version of the icon Calimero il pulcino nero — the Minister acts her invisibility as a defense strategy.\(^{54}\)

Kyenge does not refer to herself as black, but as acting in her institutional role that, as such, covers her in a uniform and conceals her race. She pretends to be nothing but the neutral unknowable member of a body (politic): she embodies the raceless, genderless, classless uniform of the State. In this way she can, on the one hand, reconfirm her (supposed) impartial institutional role, stepping back from her (too provocative and not colour-blind enough) initial black-pride statement. On the other hand, her ‘lactification’ functions as self-defense for a black person who cannot contrast openly racist insults that do nothing but reveal her blackness. In any case, she is pointed at as a ‘space invader’.\(^{55}\)

Although her Mammy-like appearance molds her into a more reassuring figure compared to Ruby’s, she is requested by the neo-Victorian post-Berlusconian hegemonic culture to rid herself of the Sapphire posture and become the epitome of an unchallenging and silenced multiculturalism. In a sense, if extreme right and xenophobic parties strip her of her voice because of her colour, her own party and neo-Victorian moralism strip her of her voice as a black person, to make her ‘one of us’. In both cases, the colonial archive gets re-activated in order to eliminate or neutralize the racialized Other among us.

In conclusion, I used here the figures of the good savage, the little brown victim, the Mammy, the Sapphire, and the Jezebel to understand the re-actualization in Italy of a colonial archive that is nationally as well as transnationally constructed — ‘travelling theories’, produced, diffused, appropriated, and rearticulated across colonial, imperial locales, and post-colonial ‘situations’.\(^{56}\) In Italy, the ‘colour line’ separating the ideal spectator and his/her racialized Others produces the latter as objects of desire as well as repulsion. The anthropophagic scopic regime imposed on the racialized subject by a white hegemonic gaze turns the distanced and silenced authentic Others of AFDK into reassuring good savages: it de-sexualizes and beautifies them as authentic, harmless, inanimate objects.

This same cannibalistic symbolic regime operates differently when the racialized Other corresponds to social and political actors who have a voice and cannot be contained behind the silenced screen produced by the television tourist experience. Kharima Ruby el Mahroug and Cécile Kyenge thus call for a codification of their figures that requires a more radical exercise of that epistemic violence highlighted by Edward Said. This epistemic violence reduces Kyenge to an orangutan as opposed to a contained colour-less member of the political establishment (a Sapphire versus a Mammy), and Ruby to a


\(^{55}\) Fanon, p. 17.

little black whore versus a brown female victim to be saved (a Jezebel versus an infantilized little girl). The only way to be accepted and then included, within the space of the imagined (racialized) community they have, is to submit themselves to that normalizing white gaze that makes them subaltern, voice-less victims, or accomplices of the Italian white hegemonic society.